
unctuation
VPHENS,DASHES, PARENTHESES

DIAGNOSTIC TEST
Writing Sentences with Correct Use of Hyphens, Dashes,
and Parentheses. Write the following sentences, using hy-
phens, dashes, and parentheses where they are needed. (Do not
add commas in these sentences.)

EXAMPLE 1. Nancy Wing she is the ex champion will award
the golf trophies.

1. Nancy Wing-she is the ex-champion-will award
the golf trophies.

1. I will be twenty one on the twenty first of September.
2. A dog I think it was a poodle jumped into the lake.
3. Many voters thought that the candidate's remarks were un

American.
4. He claimed and no one denied it that the money was mis-

placed when the office was relocated.
5. In The House of Mirth 1905, Edith Wharton criticizes urban

life.
6. At the auction someone bid one thousand dollars for a pre

Revolutionary desk.
7. The Historical Society the local members, that is will con-

duct a tour of the harbor.
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8.

9.
10.

,. II.

12.

13.

14.

IS.

16.
17.

18.

19.

20.

If she wins the marathon we're all rooting for her the trophy
will still be ours.
"Operator, please call" Then the phone went dead.
Next month of course, I'll write you before then we're going
on an overnight hike.
My sister Patricia her nickname is "Peachy" wants to be a
marine biologist.
I have never or at least, almost never forgotten a name after
an introduction.
Bake the meat in an oven set at 4500 F 2320 C for about
forty minutes.
The mayor elect hoped that the proposal would pass by a
two thirds majority.
A former all state quarterback, our coach insists that there
is no such thing as a self made star.
"It sounds like" gasped Jeff as he dashed for the window.
Destroyed by Rome 146 B.C., Corinth was later rebuilt by
Julius Caesar 44 B.C.

Neither ~ontestant could spell the word both tried twice, so
the emcee declared a tie.
Thirty six teen-agers or maybe it was thirty seven helped
clean up the park after the concert.
"What What shall I do now?" Laura asked.

HYPHENS
As you know from your studies, some compound words are
hyphenated <self-confidence); some are written as one word
(firefighter); some are written as two or more words (post office).
As our language grows, new compound words enter' the vocab-
ulary, presenting writers with the problem of choosing the cor-
rect form.

In recent years, the trend has been to spell most compound
words without hyphens, either as two words (open compounds)
or as one word (close compounds). Whenever you need to know
whether a word is hyphenated, consult your dictionary. In ad-
dition, learn to use the hyphen in the situations explained in this
chapter.
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